Kallah
@ Perlman Camp, Lake Como, PA

bbyo.org/kallah

July 14 – August 3, 2014 // $2,950 // 10th - 12th grade

Q: What if I don’t think I’m religious enough or
know enough about Judaism to go to Kallah?
What if everyone else is more religious than me?

Kallah offers a meaningful Judaic experience where teens
are given the opportunity to explore their Jewish identity
and engage with spirituality, culture and religion. Teens
are introduced to the variety of ways they can connect to
Jewish life no matter what their interests are. No topic is
off limits, and no opinion is taboo, when participants learn
as much from their teachers as they do from each other.

A: “The beauty of Kallah is the opportunity to
ask anything you’ve ever wanted to know, to
have the conversations about the things you’ve
never understood, and to find your connection
with Judaism. Every single teen there is on a
journey to learn something new, and “not being
religious” is never a focus.”

What You Can Expect from
BBYO’s Member Experiences:

- Jordan Kotler
Oseh Shalom BBYO #5261
BBYO Northern Region East: DC Council

++ All AZA and BBG member programs are staffed by BBYO

professionals and Jewish educators who work with teens
on the chapter, regional and International level year
round.

++ All programs are designed to support BBYO’s model of

pluralism; teens are able to plan and celebrate Shabbat
and Jewish observances in the way they are comfortable
and all meals are kosher.

++ BBYO Summer Experiences welcome a community of

teens from across North America and our international
communities to ensure that teens build a diverse
network of lifelong friends.

++ Transportation is provided from the designated airport

to the program location.

What are they doing?
++ Developing a custom schedule of sessions where teens

explore their interests and learn from peers, Jewish
thought leaders, rabbis and educators.

++ Interacting with Jewish life through cutting-edge

programming and traditional and modern texts,
literature, music, the arts and cooking.

++ Learning how to lead peers and support AZA and BBG

programming as a Jewish leader.

What are they gaining?
Poise as a Jewish teen leader and the ability to
create new traditions; a uniquely personal and special
connection to Jewish heritage; a network of individuals
and organizations who are leading the way in building
amazing Jewish experiences.

Questions? Email bbyosummer@bbyo.org.

+
Expand your BBYO network as you
meet and learn from (even more!)
Jewish teens from around the world.
Make it a Perlman summer by going to
ILTC before Kallah.

